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A Her a nine-month shut down devoted to a number of machine modifications and

implementations, a new period of operation started in November 1995 and it is expected to

proceed up to the end of 1996.

The main modifications and implementations included: short circuit of the outer equatorial

gap and of one of the two poloidal gaps of the shell, insertion of overlapped graphite tiles in the

poloidal gap zones, installation of a multipellet injector, of a diboranc boronization system and

of a SXR/bolomctry tomographic diagnostic.

Moreover, in collaboration with the Elecirotechnica) Laboratory of Tsukuba (Japan), an

Electron Energy Analyser was installed.

The 1996 scientific programme includes the operation at two levels of plasma current; 0.6

and 1 MA.

The first phase of analysis has the following main objectives:

- to determine the effect of the machine modifications on the plasma performances;

- to investigate the effect of machine modifications on locked modes;

- to investigate the possibility of obtaining some profile control by wall conditioning (HeGDC

between pulses and/or hot wall operation up to 280'C) and pellet injection, and to analyse

the effect of profile modifications on confinement and mode rotation;

- to reach, through energy, hot electron flux and power radiation profile measurements, a

clearer insight on the most important loss mechanisms;

- to obtain, through more careful temperature and Zeff profile analysis, better idcrification of

the non-Spiizer portion of loop voltage and its relationship with field errors and

perturbations.

The first results at 0.6 MA show thai, even if the mode locking phenomenon is still present

in each shot, the shell modifications allowed a significant improvement of the shot by shot

reproducibility, resulting in performances which consistently remain very close to the best ones

obtained in the past.

In addition, a wider operability of the machine has been obtained, opening the possibility of

operating with slower setting-up, lower density, higher temperature and more peaked density

profiles.
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